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- Longitude 90° 31’ 50” East
- Latitude 30° 06’ 38” North
- Altitude 4300 m a.s.l. (approx 600 g/cm²)
- ~ 90 km far from Lhasa

Yangbajing cosmic ray observatory
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The ARGO-YBJ experiment

2.3.1 The apparatus

The ARGO-YBJ experiment

2.3 L'apparato sperimentale

Figura 2.2: Schema del rivelatore ARGO e delle unità in cui è suddiviso. Il rivelatore è costituito da 130 cluster nella parte centrale e 23 nell'anello esterno per un totale di 1836 camere RPC. Ogni cluster è formato da 12 camere RPC, a loro volta suddivise in 10 pad da 8 strip ciascuna.

2.3.1 Le camere RPC

Le camere RPC sono largamente utilizzate negli esperimenti di fisica delle alte energie poiché sono rivelatori in grado di garantire prestazioni molto elevate, con un'eccellenza di rivelazione pari a circa il 98% e una risoluzione temporale dell'ordine di 1 ns, ad un costo di produzione relativamente modesto. Gli RPC sono dei rivelatori a gas in grado di rivelare il passaggio di particelle cariche mediante processi di ionizzazione e moltiplicazione a cascata nella miscela di gas contenuta al loro interno.

Il principio di funzionamento alla base di questo tipo di rivelatori è il processo di ionizzazione. Quando una particella carica attraversa la miscela di gas, interagisce con le molecole del mezzo attraverso un certo numero di processi di natura...
**The ARGO-YBJ experiment**

- Stable data taking since Nov. 2007 to Jan. 2013 with full detector
- Average duty cycle ~ 90%
- Trigger rate ~3.6 kHz @ 20 pad threshold
- Dead time 4%
- ~10^{11} events/year

**High space/time granularity**
+ Full coverage
+ High altitude

- detailed study on the EAS space/time structure with unique capabilities

**Sampling of showers produced by primaries of ~1 TeV**

![Graph showing data distribution over years]
Data analysis

Data sample

- Preliminary selection based on the data and reconstruction quality
- About $7 \times 10^{10}$ events ($\sim 5800$ hours) recorded in the period Jan. 2008 - Dec 2011

Monte Carlo data sample

- EAS development: CORSIKA (QGSJETII.03 + FLUKA + EGS4)
- Energy range: 0.3 - 31600 TeV
- Full detector simulation (GEANT3)
- Protons + Helium nuclei + CNO nuclei + Iron nuclei

The energy distribution of primary cosmic rays can be extracted from the observed multiplicity distribution by using an iterative procedure based on the Bayes theorem

The conditioned probabilities can be evaluated by using a Monte Carlo simulation
Data analysis

- Select “well-reconstructed” events
- Avoid contamination of events coming from non simulated regions

Event selection based on:
- Shower size on detector, $M$ (strip multiplicity)
- Reconstructed zenith angle
- Constraint on strip density ($\rho$) in the innermost and outermost area of the detector

Discard the events falling outside a $40 \times 40$ m$^2$ area centered on the detector
The cut based on the particle density on the detector surface selects showers with well-shaped core, mainly induced by light primaries.

The fraction of selected CNO nuclei is reduced by a factor $\sim 5$ if compared with the fraction of selected Protons and Helium nuclei.

The fraction of Iron nuclei is negligible.

Showers mainly produced by light elements.
The light component spectrum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Spectral index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>-2.61 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>-2.61 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>-2.61 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>-2.62 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \gamma = -2.61 \pm 0.02 \]
Systematic uncertainties

- **Selection cuts on the measured quantities \((M, \rho, \mathcal{E})\)**
  - Estimated by applying large variations to the selection cuts
- **Reliability of the simulation of detector response**
  - Comparison between the distributions of several variables obtained by applying the same selection cuts to Data and to MC events
- **Effects related to the fraction of helium component**
  - Variation on the fraction of the helium component in a wide range has been evaluated as negligible.
- **Effect related to the different hadronic interaction models implemented in MC**

Evaluate the bayesian probabilities by using two different high energy interaction models in MC simulations

No significative differences between the two models.

**QGSJETII.03 - SYBILL**
The light component spectrum

Extension of the previous ARGO-YBJ light component spectrum measurement both in the low and high energy regions

Full data sample 2008 - 2011

The spectrum spans a huge energy region: 2.5 - 300 TeV

$\gamma = -2.61 \pm 0.02$

Direct and ground-based measurements overlap for a wide energy range thus making possible the cross-calibration of the experiments.
Towards the highest energies and the knee region

Readout of the charge signal by using large electrodes (big pads) - 2 BP/RPC

Sampling of showers with up to 1000 particles/m²
Summary and Conclusions

- Light component spectrum measured in the energy range 1-300 TeV with the full data sample 2008 - 2011 (work in progress on 2012 data)

- The data confirmed the first measurement made with a small sample of the first data collected by ARGO in 2008

- First attempt to extend the light component spectrum towards the knee region by using the analog readout

- Analysis of data taken during 2012 is coming soon

- We are working on the extension of the measurement towards the knee